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Abstract
The Sealing Station is composed of two mechanisms: the Gripper Mechanism, for orientation and support
of the Sample Tube during the Hermetic Seal activation activity, as well as ejecting Sample Tubes out of
the Rover, and the Ram Mechanism, which produces and applies a high force for seal activation. The Ram
Mechanism is a compact high force linear actuator that uses a planetary roller screw (PRS) as the output
linear stage, tapered roller bearings (TRB) to support the PRS at the high loads, a set of spur gears
supported by cylinder roller bearings, and a brushless motor with a planetary gearhead and magnetic detent
brake. This paper describes the role of these mechanisms in the Mars 2020 Rover mission as a part of the
Sample Caching Subsystem (SCS) and Adaptive Caching Assembly (ACA) and their interactions with the
Hermetic Seal and Sample Tube hardware. We report on development testing performed with the PRS that
show it has capability of supporting cross-moment loads, something manufacturers of these components
do not rate. Also discussed is the interaction of the passive holding torque from magnetic detent brakes
and hardstop preload, setting of a very light preload in the TRB, and the complex linear dyno test equipment
used, and how that testing could have been improved.
Introduction
The Mars 2020 Rover will gather rock core and regolith samples from the surface of Mars for a potential
return to Earth via the Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission. Samples are collected into tubes that are
hermetically sealed in-situ to capture both solid material and any volatiles that would otherwise evaporate
and exit the sample during the long journey to Earth. The Sealing Station, pictured in Figure 2Error!
Reference source not found., is a two-mechanism assembly with the duty of activating these hermetic
seals and dropping the filled and sealed Sample Tubes out of the Rover and onto the surface of Mars.
Sample Tubes are moved into position within the station by the Sample Handling Assembly (SHA), having
already placed the Hermetic Seal onto the tube. The Sealing Station is a subcomponent of the Adaptive
Caching Assembly (ACA) described in [1] and pictured in Figure 1, which is in turn a part of the larger
Sample Caching Subsystem (SCS).
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Figure 1 ACA with SHA pictured holding Sample Tube near Sealing Station
The primary mechanism of the Sealing Station is the Ram Mechanism, which is responsible for pushing the
Hermetic Seal’s ferrule into the ‘sealed’ position. The Ram Mechanism is composed of a Planetary Roller
Screw (PRS), as the output linear stage, supported by a Tapered Roller Bearing (TRB) pair and driven by
spur gears and a brushless motor. The secondary mechanism is the Gripper, which orients and supports
the Sample Tube during the high force seal activation, alleviating the Sample Handling Assembly (SHA) of
these requirements. The Gripper additionally performs the Sample Tube drop-off function, to eject the
Sample Tube from the Rover. The Gripper has a rotational joint that moves half of the Sample Tube support
structure, allowing ingress/egress of the Sample Tube. Figure 2 shows steps in this sequence.
The Ram Mechanism is a high force density device tested to a capability of ~21 kN for a stroke of 16 mm
in a 3.3 kg package (Ram Mechanism only; total station mass is 5.5 kg). In this paper we will show the
method for setting preload in the tapered roller bearings, development testing of the PRS linear-to-rotary
component, for compatibility with this application and for a loading scenario past the vendor’s recommended
limit for these components. Additionally, dyno testing to these high forces across warm and cold
temperatures is presented with recommendations for how this could be performed more simply for future
applications.
An Engineering Model, a Qualification Unit, and Flight Unit have all been designed, assembled, tested, and
integrated into their respective higher-levels of assembly, the ACA. The Mars 2020 Rover is scheduled for
launch in July of 2020 and landing on the surface of Mars in February of 2021. The hardware described in
this paper will be used during the surface mission portion of the mission.
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Figure 2 (left) Sealing Station with Sample Tube during Seal Activation (upper right) prior to seal
activation Ram motion the ferrule is shown in the un-activated position. (lower right) end of seal activation
Ram motion the ferrule has been pushed into final position.

Figure 3 The Hermetic Seal assembly shown separate from the Sample Tube and prior to seal activation.
The ferrule expands the knife edge outward as it is pushed through the smaller diameter of the ramp
profile in the seal cup. Ferrule shown in staring position.
Hermetic Seal & Sample Tube Design
The Hermetic Seal is composed of two major components: the seal cup and the ferrule, held together by
the ferrule retainer, shown in Figure 3. A retaining spring holds the Hermetic Seal in place inside the Sample
Tube. The spring washer permits the ferrule to only move deeper into the Seal Cup, thus retaining the
ferrule after assembly and throughout launch. The seal cup has a knife edge feature that, upon activation,
is pressed against the inner wall of the Sample Tube creating a hermetic seal (< 1 × 10!" cc He/sec). The
knife edge is coated with gold, which acts to fill in scratches in the interior wall of the Sample Tube caused
by the rock core as it is ingested during coring. The interior of the seal cup has a ramp profile opposite the
exterior knife edge, which is sized and shaped to expand the knife edge out radially, into the tube wall. The
geometry of this ramp profile, ferrule to seal cup to tube interference, lubricant and materials selection was
a considerable challenge but is not the focus of this paper. The notable aspects of this seal for the purposes
of seal activation and the Ram Mechanism is that the ferrule must be pushed 3.5 mm further into the seal
cup ramp after insertion into the sample tube in order to create the hermetic seal, a task that requires up to
7,300 N. Also of note, this load must be reacted within the Sealing Station as the SHA, the robotic arm
moving the Sample Tube from station to station within the ACA, cannot support loads of this magnitude.
Figure 4 shows a successful seal activation performed by the SCS during ground testing.
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Figure 4 CT scan image of Sample Tube with Rock Core Sample and activated Hermetic Seal. The
Hermetic Seal was successfully activated by the EM Sealing Station integrated to the EM SCS.
Mechanism Designs
Ram Mechanism
The output function of this mechanism is to push the ferrule of the Hermetic Seal into the seal cup; a stroke
distance of ~3.5mm with a load of up to 7,300 N. Additional stroke length, 16 mm total, is required to retract
the Ram away from the Sample Tube and Hermetic Seal to allow for ingress/egress of the tube. Ferrule
depth in the cup upon seal activation is determined by the Ram contacting its extension hardstop. The Ram
Tip geometry is designed to control this depth, targeting the middle of a ~2mm positional band, where any
position within this range results in a successful Hermetic Seal activation. This stroke range allows for
variation in piece part dimensional variation between the 45 Sample Tubes flown on the mission, and dust
accumulation.

Figure 5 Cross Section view of Ram/Sealing Mechanism showing details of the gear transmission.
Output force is produced by a PRS where the screw is the translating element and the PRS nut is driven in
rotation. The screw is a 15 mm pitch diameter with a 5 mm pitch and a 5 start thread, a catalog item that is
only modified to replace steels with stainless steels. The screw rotation is restricted by two cam follower
bearings running in tracks, see Figure 5. The PRS nut is driven and supported by a spur gear that is in turn
supported by a pair of tapered roller bearings. The output gear is driven by an idler gear supported on a
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cylinder roller bearing, which is in turn driven by a pinion gear mounted to a gear motor. The gear motor is
described in [2]. The Ram mechanism has been shown, in test, to be capable of producing ~21 kN, for an
input torque of about 7.8 Nm at the pinion gear, across its qualification temperature range of -70 to +70 °C.
Lubrication throughout the geartrain is accomplished with Braycote 600 EF grease applied by greaseplating, at a 10% grease-to-solvent level, with additional grease, 30% void-volume fill, applied directly to
the rollers of the TRB and cylinder roller bearing. All geartrain elements are CRES except for the roller
cages in the TRB and cylinder roller bearing which are silver plated 4340 steel.
Sensing of Ram position is accomplished by Hall sensors at the motor. The only other telemetry available
for this mechanism, and the station as a whole, is motor current. An example of this telemetry can be seen
in Figure 6 where the distinct Hermetic Seal activation force profile is plainly visible. The mechanism is
designed to be robust to contacting hardstops in either direction at full force and uses the retract hardstop
for position zeroing. Stowing of the Ram for launch and rover traversing is accomplished by pressing the
Ram against the extension hardstop, up against the Gripper, where it has the added benefit of restraining
the flexurized portion of the gripper output, refer to Figure 7 for the gripper flexure. A holding force of 2,900
N is maintained by a passive magnetic detent brake located at the motor.
The Ram Mechanism is not required to produce high output load while simultaneously overcoming startup
drag, especially at low temperatures. The first motion of the mechanism is to un-stow and retract, unloaded,
to allow the tube ingress prior to any high force actuation. Test data shows that by this time any start-up
drag from cold grease is overcome. If the mechanism is ever required to begin operation where high load
is required immediately, it can move backwards away from the load, “warming up” the mechanism before
proceeding forward under high load.

Figure 6 telemetry of Hermetic Seal Activation on the FM1 Sealing Station during ground testing at 20°C
Gripper Mechanism
The Gripper is a much lower force mechanism compared to the Ram but serves the important role of
supporting and locating the Sample Tube during the high force seal activation activity. The SHA is incapable
of supporting loads much higher than about 300 N while seal activation can require as much as 7,300 N.
The actuated motion of the Gripper allows the Sample Tube to be brought into, and out of the Sealing
Station. The Gripper’s second primary function is to eject the tube out of the rover to the Martian surface.
The ACA can return a sealed sample tube to storage and eject it later as mission operators choose. The
Sample Tube interface design is highly constrained as it must interact with a large variety of hardware
throughout the SCS on the Mars 2020 mission in addition to interacting with the MSR mission. The seal
activation function differs from all others in the mission, giving rise to a different design constraints for
ingress/egress than for Sample Tube insertion into a Coring Bit, Sample Tube Storage Sheath, or Seal
Dispenser.
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Figure 7 view of Gripper Mechanism showing details of the gear transmission and flexurized output.
During the Seal Activation sequence, the Sample Tube enters the Sealing Station laterally at an elevation
higher than its seated position. The Gripper closes around it, enclosing but not squeezing, and the tube is
pulled down by the SHA, until the tube bearing race is seated against the top of the Gripper with a preload
of about 50 N. Because of position accuracy challenges with the SHA in the Martian thermal environment
there can be residual load between the Sample Tube and the Sealing Station due to deflection in the SHA’s
end effector, which features a remote center of compliance mechanism. Because of this residual load the
Gripper must exert a torque high enough to center the tube under the Ram, and hold it there passively,
necessitating the need for a passive brake described later. The Ram moves to activate the seal, retracts,
then the Gripper and tube reverse the ingress motions to extract the now sealed Sample Tube. For tube
drop-off a similar ingress procedure is used, after which the SHA detaches from the tube leaving it in the
Sealing Station. The Gripper then opens, allowing the tube to fall to the surface of Mars. To prevent the
tube from sticking in the non-moving half of the Gripper, a kicker mounted to the gripper rotational output
motivates the tube out of the Gripper. To prevent the tube from sticking to the moving half of the Gripper
output, the Ram extension hardstop is used as a lateral guide to ensure the tube remains on center of the
egress path.
Rotary motion of the gripper output is accomplished through a spur gear set supported by angular contact
bearings, which are in turn driven by a motor with a planetary gearhead and a magnetic detent brake. The
motor is described in [2]. The gripper output, green in Figure 7, is positioned to rotate into the closed position
just above the supportive shelf meant for reacting seal activation forces from the ram. This gap is intended
to prevent jamming of the mechanism. The output is flexurized to allow the gap to close while still controlling
rotation. The flexures permit vertical motion of the gripper output, allowing the high seal activation loads to
be reacted by the static gripper housing as well as preventing the output shaft, colored magenta in Figure
7, and bearings from being in the ram load path. The rotational axis of the gripper output shaft and the bore
of the gripper, used for tube locating, and tube support features are offset from one another, making the
mechanism self-closing during seal activation and tube seating.
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Figure 8 hardstop/detent interaction plots for theoretical cases. Blue line depicts active motor torque at
mechanism output with variation due to the passive detent brake. Grey line depicts the passive holding
torque of the mechanism, see also Figure 9. Orange line depicts reacted torque from hardstop contact
and preload.
The Gripper uses a passive magnetic detent brake to maintain a preload between the Gripper output and
the Gripper housing during both launch, rover traverse accelerations, and loads during seal activation. The
interaction of the detent step size and the hardstop stiffness is an important design element that was not
well understood until flight hardware testing. For high hardstop stiffness relative to the detent step size it
may be nearly impossible to guarantee preload against the hardstop. To ensure preload, it is desirable to
have a relatively soft hardstop to ensure that the detents can “catch” the reacted preload. See Figure 8.
The intersection of orange and blue is the maximum torque at which the motor, with detent brake, can push
into the hardstop, denoted by a red mark. When the motor is powered off, system load follows the orange
line down to where it intersects the grey line. The hardstop acts as a spring, pushing the geartrain
backwards giving it momentum which can cause it to move past the first orange and grey intersection. The
system may come to rest at any of the green dots or it may completely unload. Figure 8 left shows a system
with a soft hardstop relative to the detent step size, where ensuring preload when motor power is removed
is easier than where. Conversely, Figure 8 right shows a system with a stiff hardstop. The Ram Mechanism
more closely resembles the left plot, while the Gripper more closely resembles the right. During testing of
the Gripper it was observed to back drive for certain commanded preload positions, which are now avoided.

Figure 9 convention for stable and un-stable nodes for a rotational system with magnetic detent brake.
Circle markers indicate un-stable nodes, where, while the system torque is zero, any small perturbation
will result in significant motion to the stable node indicated by the square markers. The motor hall sensor
locations are centered on the stable nodes.
Component Development Testing
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Roller Screw Component Development Testing
At the start of mechanism design, the PRS was selected because it offers a higher load capacity density
than ball screws or lead screws with a high efficiency. Packaging of the screw and nut and supporting
elements for each proved difficult, as the manufactures of these components recommend that crossmoment loading and radial loads be prevented between them. In the pursuit of a smaller mechanism
package a prototype mechanism was built and tested to determine if omitting screw support was viable for
this application. A view of the PRS nut is visible in Figure 14.
First, a characterization test was performed to measure the loads during a 2X worst case aligned seal
activation using the test equipment shown in Figure 10. With Hermetic Seals being a limited resource the
test setup was reconfigured to replicate these observed loads without them with the test equipment shown
in Figure 12. More cycles were executed on this prototype than is expected to ever be used on the flight
unit, to an axial load near to that of the flight units max capability, and to a cross-moment ranging from
matching the flight expected load to 4X that, see Figure 11 and Figure 13. Both lubricated and nonlubricated ram tips were used, and each was tested past 1X life. No degradation in the performance of the
mechanism PRS was observed. The need for additional support of the screw is not required for this
application, and the PRS is shown to have a non-zero cross moment load capacity, contrary to the limit
specified in the manufacturers catalogs [3][4][5]. These tests were not intended to extensively characterize
the cross-moment capacity, only to evaluate compatibility for this specific application. Critical to these
results and this application is the high axial load relative to the cross-moment levels tested, and the large
diameter of the supporting bearings, since the axial force acts as a restorative force, balancing the cross
moment. This application of the PRS has a very low total life cycle count of just a few hundred, at most,
load cycles where eccentric loading can occur. A higher cycle count application may not be compatible with
supporting the PRS screw in this fashion and would warrant further development testing.

Figure 10 test setup for characterization of the hermetic seal activation at off-nominal angular alignment.
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Figure 11 data for hermetic seal activation at off-nominal alignment. The tests at higher level of lateral
load and cross-moment were performed at twice the expected misalignment during flight operations. (left
top) measured force along PRS axis, (left middle) measured lateral force at ram tip, orthogonal to PRS
axis, (left bottom) calculated net cross-moment reacted by the PRS, (right) histogram of the number of
tests performed at various cross-moment measurements. Indicated in red is the expected max crossmoment for expected misalignment during flight and ground test operations.
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Figure 12 test setup for reproducing flight-like loading conditions on the PRS in the Ram Mechanism.
Load levels, misalignment levels, and ram tip lubricant were varied across tests. Push plates were single
use components due to the fact that each of the 45 hermetic seals contact the ram only once.

Figure 13 data for tests performed on the test setup shown in Figure 12. (left top) measured force along
PRS axis, (left middle) measured lateral force at ram tip, orthogonal to PRS axis, (left bottom) measured
net cross-moment reacted by the PRS, (right) histogram of the number of tests performed at various
cross-moment measurements. Indicated in red is the expected max cross-moment for expected
misalignment. 1.25X life was performed and no degradation in performance was observed, nor any
detrimental wear on the components.
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Figure 14 PRS Nut. Axial key for torque transmission used in place of commercial key.
Design of Preload for Tapered Roller Bearings
With the functional load case characterized through the testing described in the previous section, the
bearing preload could be chosen and analysis could be completed. Results show that since the design load
cases are high enough in axial force to counter balance the cross-moment load, these bearings are not
required to support the cross-moment through preload, allowing the preload to be low, between 44-88 N
(10-20 lbs). Preload is therefore set to maintain ram tip alignment throughout the stroke of the mechanism,
which is critical for insertion into the seal cup during seal activation motion, in addition to keeping drag
torque low, below 0.5 Nm at -70°C.
COBRA AHS bearing analysis software, [6], was used to analyze the contact stress in the tapered roller
bearings, and was paired with MATLAB to run multiple analysis cases that vary input parameters such as:
load definition, temperature, roller crown profile, and ID & OD & axial interference/clearance†. This MATLAB
code allowed for thousands of analysis cases to be computed overnight with the COBRA software, that
otherwise strictly requires manual input of analysis parameters. Analysis results show that, at the limit load,
the contact stress in the upper bearing can be as high as 480 ksi, and a more typical high load of 300-350
ksi. This contact stress is high but the overall intended life of the mechanism is very low. Most of the total
revs of the mechanism are unloaded, retracting the ram from stow to allow the Sample Tube and Hermetic
Seal into the Sealing Station. The high force motion is only 7%, 175 revs, of the total life of 2,500 revs of
the output bearings. Life testing of this mechanism to a level 200% greater than expected life was recently
completed at the time of this publication, with no sign of degradation in performance in the mechanism
telemetry.
Lesson Learned on Load Dependent Drag
A parasitic drag source, which was unintentionally omitted from the early detailed design phase efficiency
estimate for the Ram Mechanism, was later found to be a significant source of drag. This drag source is
the load dependent drag within the rolling element components, specifically the Tapered Roller Bearings
and the PRS‡. Analysis of dyno test data showed that the peak output force measured was significantly
lower than predicted. At a force level of 16,400 N, a drag source of about 1 Nm was calculated to be the
discrepant drag magnitude, as observed at the mechanism pinion gear. An estimate for the omitted drag
source was computed by,
𝜏#$%& = 𝐹%'' )*%$+,& $-''*$. ⋅ 𝑟)*%$+,& /+012 #+%3*0*$ ⋅ 𝜇

†

The author would like to note the helpfulness of the COBRA software creators with aiding our efforts to
extend the functionality of their software in this way.
‡ The cylinder roller bearing and the cam followers was found to contribute less than 1% of the total omitted
drag and is thus excluded from the discussion.
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Where the friction factor, 𝜇, was varied between a typical range of rolling element bearings of 0.0025 to
0.005. For friction values of 0.0021 to 0.0035, the increased drag corrects the mechanism efficiency
prediction to match test data for the 3 flight units tested. The TRB was the significant contributor to this drag
source as the radius of the bearing is much larger than other components in the mechanism. The TRB has
an OD of 68 mm and contributed ~87% of the load dependent drag, while the PRS has a pitch diameter of
15 mm and contributed ~13%.
Assembly
Setting Preload in Tapered Roller Bearings
Preload is set in the Tapered Roller Bearing pair by a two-step procedure, where a drag torque to preload
relationship is established, and then the preload is set and locked based solely by the drag torque
measurement. A load cell is used during the measurements in the first step, see Figure 15, that is not
included in the final design and is thus removed for the second step. Due to the placement of the gear
between the two opposing bearings, preload was not controlled by precise grinding of the ring widths.
Preload is controlled by the installation of the two-piece retainer installed after the preload-to-drag torque
relationship has been established, and from this relationship, a target drag torque is established. The
retainer is adjusted to achieve the desired drag, corresponding to the desired preload range, and locked
into place. The installation torque of this threaded retainer is very low and prone to backing out if not retained
in some additional way. To lock this retainer in place, the preload between the retainer and housing threads
is increased by installing a second retainer close to, but not touching the first retainer; a gap size of 0.25 to
0.5 mm (10 to 20 thousandths of an inch) is used. The two retainers are then pulled toward one another by
installing small screws at a standard preload and with a standard secondary retention method (Arathane
5753 for this mission subsystem). Installation of the small screws does affect the final preload in the
bearings and must be accounted for and corrected in the final installation step. The fully installed retainer
is capable of resisting at least 56 Nm (500 in-lb) whereas it was installed by hand with less than 1 Nm.
Between the characterization measurements and the retainer installation the drag torque measurements
have a different characteristic shape. The characterization measurements are much smoother than with
the flight retainer. This inconsistency is due to the change in bearing clamp. The permanent retainer is
threaded and is thus oriented by those threads, which imposes an alignment on the bearing race such that
both may not be perfectly square to the rotational axis. Additionally, it is much more rigid than the
characterization test setup where a ball bearing is used to intentionally eliminate this kinematic constraint,
see Figure 15.

Figure 15 (left) test configuration for characterizing preload to drag relationship.(right) retainer and lock.
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Testing
Dyno Testing Equipment
Dyno testing of the Ram Mechanism involved custom built equipment to apply up to 28 kN of resistive force
across the full stroke of the mechanism, while also capable of being reduced to zero force, and physically
mounted to an access port on the side of a thermal chamber. The linear dyno equipment was placed outside
of the thermal chamber both for access of the operator to vary the resistive load and to place the load and
position sensors in a room temperature environment. See the hardware pictured in Figure 16. A compound
lever system is used to amplify a force applied by the user via a threaded rod and nut. This force squeezes
on a rectangular cross-section shaft applying a friction force, resisting motion of the coupled mechanism.
The mechanism’s intended high force output applies a compressive load to the dyno equipment requiring
good support of the shaft to ensure good motion and preventing binding or buckling of the shaft. Two
bushings are used to support the linear brake shaft as well as the load cell shaft while couplers eliminate
over constraints on each shaft.

Figure 16 linear brake equipment used for thermal dyno testing of the Ram Mechanism.
Lesson Learned with Linear Dyno
One unforeseen issue with this hardware was that the compliance in the brake pad material used at the
interface of the rectangular cross-section shaft and the compound levers. This COTS high friction brake
and clutch lining material while appearing somewhat metallic and feeling metallic to the touch is in fact
significantly less stiff compared to steel or aluminum. A compression of 0.030” at the brake pad for a
resistive sliding force of nearly 20 kN is amplified at the user input to about 3”. This meant that to sweep
the resistive load from zero to maximum the nuts must be moved up to 4 inches along the threaded rod on
the left and right side. A test can take be as short as about 15 seconds of mechanism motion time, requiring
the operator to turn the nuts very quickly, which proved very difficult and introduced high irregularity of test
conditions. The hardware was re-worked to thin the brake pad to reduce total deflection, giving the effect
of increasing the operator ability to apply a changing load throughout the brief tests. But even with this fix
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the rate of successful tests was less than 100% and required several re-tests to achieve a good sweep of
resistive force from low to high or stall.
What could be better than the Linear Dyno?
Given the less than satisfying experience with this dyno equipment we suggest a simpler approach: a spring
box. The spring box would consist of a spring mounted shaft supported by bushings that is pushed by the
mechanism. Bushings prevent the shaft from binding under the high compressive load. The springs would
be a stack of belleville washers, sized to provide ~4-8 mm of stroke and reach full displacement at a force
above the predicted peak force of the mechanism. A load cell would be placed between the mechanism
and the spring box shaft to measure forces. The short stroke of the spring box, an obvious difference to the
linear brake, can be mounted in various locations within the mechanism stroke to characterize points of
interest. For the Ram Mechanism the stroke of interest is the end of travel where ferrule-to-ram interaction
happens. The rest of travel is unloaded, thus, not necessitating high force dyno testing in these locations.
The spring box would be a much simpler and quicker to design and fabrication alternative to the linear dyno
as well as simpler to operate. Such a spring box was successfully used in early development testing,
however, it was not selected because it lacks bi-directionality and the ability to apply load across the whole
stroke of the mechanism. Requirements that lead to the much more complex linear dyno. The lesson
learned here is that because this application did not require high force dyno testing across the full stroke
length, the spring box alternative should have been selected.

Figure 17 Flight Sealing Station
Conclusion
In this paper the two mechanisms are presented to document the hardware and the function they fulfill as
a part of the Mars 2020 rover, launching later this year. The Ram Mechanism is a compact, high force linear
actuator, while the Gripper Mechanism is a lower torque system featuring a unique flexurized output for
interacting with the Sample Tube.
The Ram Mechanism uses a PRS rarely used in spacecraft mechanisms, and is not rated for any amount
of cross-moment loading. While extensive characterization testing has not been performed in this body of
work, we show that the PRS indeed has capacity for cross-moment loads, making it a more robust
component than previously understood.
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Also used in the Ram Mechanism are cylinder and tapered roller bearings, again, rarely used in spaceflight
mechanisms. We describe the method used for installing a low preload via its threaded retainer by
characterizing the drag to preload relationship prior to the installation of the retainer. Despite the low
preload, the locking nature of the retainer holds it securely.
The relative step size of the magnetic detent brake to the mechanism hardstop resulted in conditions that
would not allow for preload to be maintained against the hardstop. The presented understanding of the
interaction allows for the problem to be avoided.
We present the linear dyno, a mechanism for a high force linear thermal dyno testing, that worked
moderately well for its intended purpose. Because of the low stiffness of friction pad material, the
mechanism was more difficult to operate than intended. The simpler alternative, a spring box, could have
been used in this application to save time and effort during schedule sensitive thermal dyno testing.
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